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ABSTRACT
Deep learning algorithms have been growing in popularity in the
machine learning community based on their ability to accurately
perform clustering and classi�cation in a number of domains. One
commonly used class of deep learning techniques is deep neural
networks (DNNs). �ey are composed of a massive number of ar-
ti�cial neurons and many hidden layers. As a complex scienti�c
computing problem, deep neural networks encompass a rich set
of computing-intensive and data-intensive workloads including
convolution, pooling, and inner products. All of these workloads
can be used as standalone programs to benchmark hardware per-
formance. As the GPU develops into a popular platform used to run
deep learning algorithms, hardware architects should be equipped
with a representative set of benchmarks that can be used to explore
design tradeo�s. �is suite of workloads can be constructed from a
number of primitive operations commonly found in deep neural
networks.

In this paper, we present DNNMark, a GPU benchmark suite that
consists of a collection of deep neural network primitives, covering
a rich set of GPU computing pa�erns. �is suite is designed to
be a highly con�gurable, extensible, and �exible framework, in
which benchmarks can run either individually or collectively. �e
goal is to provide hardware and so�ware developers with a set of
kernels that can be used to develop increasingly complex workload
scenarios. We also evaluate selected benchmarks in the suite and
showcase their execution behavior on a Nvidia K40 GPU.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Currently, a large number of researchers from both academia and
industry are expending signi�cant e�ort to develop new deep learn-
ing frameworks. �is excitement about deep learning algorithms
is based on their impressive performance and great potential to be
applied to wide range of “smart” products. So far, there have been
a number of emerging products that are empowered by advances
in machine learning.

Deep learning algorithms and applications are quickly becoming
the primary focus of a�ention for many leading research and indus-
trial labs. Two such examples from Google include AlphaGo [26]
and self-driving vehicles [12]. We continue to see industry and
academia exploring deep learning to address a number of challeng-
ing problem domains.

�e general architecture used in deep learning is a deep neural
network (DNN), an arti�cial neural network that is composed of
arti�cial neurons and many hidden layers (e.g., convolution, pool-
ing, and local response normalization). In order to develop a more
robust deep neural network model that has higher capacity, re-
searchers keep increasing the number of in-network parameters.
�is increases the depth of the network by adding more layers,
which results in computations that can take days or even weeks to
�nish.

Considering that the computations of each layer in the deep
neural networks are matrix-based, they can be processed in a paral-
lel fashion in most cases. Additionally, the computations within a
layer have few dependencies. Based on these characteristics, deep
neural network computations can signi�cantly bene�t from using
computer platforms that can exploit data-level parallelism. We can
leverage a Graphic Processing Unit (GPU), versus relying on a CPU,
to accelerate DNN processing. Moreover, training a deep neural net-
work model requires an enormous amount of training data, which
has been a fundamental barrier to leveraging DNNs in a number of
application domains. Traditional computer systems (i.e., CPUs) are
incapable of providing enough computational power to tackle the
training task. �us, heterogeneous computer systems composed of
both CPUs and GPUs are becoming the defacto standard platform
for deep learning algorithms. In such systems, the computation
associated with each layer in the DNN is o�oaded to the GPU
device.

However, if we want to tune performance of DNN computations
on a GPU platform, there is a void of tools available. While there are
a number of existing deep learning frameworks (e.g. Ca�e[14]) that
provide GPU support in order to shorten the training time, they fo-
cus on reducing the programming e�ort versus tuning performance.
�is prior work paid li�le a�ention to tuning the so�ware as it is
mapped to hardware. Existing frameworks cannot satisfy the needs
of designers of next-generation hardware platforms, who desper-
ately need a framework where they can evaluate design tradeo�s
when executing deep learning algorithms. While some researchers
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have considered extracting DNN primitives and embedding them in
recon�gurable hardware, this approach has been shown to be too
labor intensive. Furthermore, con�gurability will be compromised
by a customized solution. We still need to perform model training,
the overhead of which can vary signi�cantly based on the platforms
available.

In this paper, we present DNNMark, a benchmark suite that is
designed to address many of the problems discussed above. First,
each of DNN primitive workloads can be easily invoked separately,
without any sacri�ce on con�gurability. One can specify any type
of scenarios for benchmarking on an algorithm-speci�c level, and
con�guring such parameters is no longer an issue in this suite.
Second, the actual measurement can be done during the execution
of any speci�c kernel. Our framework allows us to ignore the setup
stages and focus on only the training steps.

Unlike other deep learning frameworks, a�aching a real database
for training purposes is not mandatory anymore. �is capability
will greatly aid the computer architecture community, which is
more interested in designing/tuning hardware/so�ware, and less
interested in the details or con�guration of the deep neural net.

Depending on the speci�c con�guration, deep neural networks
can involve combinations of DNN primitives. A model composed
of two or more primitive functions may be more desirable in terms
of performance evaluation. In such cases, a composed model rather
than standalone primitives, are preferred. To provide this capability,
DNNmark can be extended to more sophisticated DNN models,
where layers are connected to, and dependent upon, each other.

�e rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
provide an overview of the basic elements and structure of a deep
neural network, and we describe a typical GPU architecture. In
section 3, we provide a list of all the individual DNN primitives
supported in the current benchmark suite. In section 4, we discuss
the design process and work�ow for DNNMark. In section 5, we
showcase DNNMark by evaluating selected benchmarks on one
Nvidia GPU. In section 6 we discuss the bene�ts of this new suite
of workloads, and in section 7, we discuss related work. Finally, in
section 8 we conclude the paper.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Deep Neural Network
�e basic unit in a deep neural network is an arti�cial neuron,
which is a simple mathematical model, as presented in Figure 1.
�e neuron is composed of operations such as multiplications and
summations, as shown in Equation 1.

Y =
n∑
i=1

WiXi + b (1)

Besides simple linear data transformations, the neuron also in-
volves non-linear activation functions in order to handle scenarios
where problems are not linearly separable. �e commonly used
nonlinear activation functions are Recti�ed Linear Unit (ReLU)[22],
sigmoid[22], and hyperbolic tangent (tanh)[22]. In the architec-
ture of a deep neural network, the non-linear activiation functions
should be used together with the linear transforms.
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Figure 1: Model of an arti�cial neuron.

Multiple neurons and activation functions can be grouped to-
gether to apply a series of the transformations on the input data.
Several groups of data transformations can be concatenated to form
a fully-connected feed forward network. Figure 2 shows one in-
stance of a fully-connected feed forward network model. As shown,
the network is composed of several layers, including an input layer
that takes multi-dimensional data as input, and an output layer
that delivers the inference produced by the classi�er, and several
hidden layers constructed by many nodes of arti�cial neurons and
activation functions. All nodes are fully connected through edges
associated with a set of learnable weights and biases.

Tensor 
data Inference

Figure 2: Model of a fully-connected feed forward network.

In other variants of a DNN (e.g., a convolutional neural network),
2D convolution and down-sample pooling are involved as additional
forms of linear transformations [16]. More details on DNNs will be
introduced in section 3.

2.1.1 Training and Inference. To describe the entire training
process mathematically, we can treat the whole network model as
a loss function, specifying inputs, outputs and model parameters
as arguments. �e objective is try to optimize the in-network
parameters so that the overall loss can be minimized, as follows:

W = argmin
W

L(X ,Y ,W ) (2)

where L is the loss function, X is a set of inputs, Y is a set of outputs,
and W is set of parameters.

Training deep neural networks is an iterative and time consum-
ing task. It usually requires more than a thousand iterations before
the network parameters are properly trained. More speci�cally, dur-
ing each iteration a loss value that represents the training quality
will be computed and parameters are updated for the next itera-
tions. �is process will repeat until the loss reduces to a desirable
value. �e network’s inference abilities are highly dependent on
the quality of the training. Normally, only when the training loss
converges and the prediction accuracy reaches an acceptable level,
can training �nally stop. One of the most e�ective algorithms used
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to update the parameters is Stochastic Gradient Descent. It is an iter-
ative algorithm that processes a mini-batch of the training data [16],
as expressed in equation 3.

Wi+1 ←Wi − α
m∑
n=1

∂L

∂Wi
(3)

where m is the number of mini-batches, Wi are the current pa-
rameters, Wi+1 are the updated parameters, α is the learning rate,
and ∂L

∂Wi
is the derivative of the loss function with respect to the

parameters.
�e detailed mechanism for training can be further divided into

a forward and a backward propagation. �e purpose for performing
forward propagation during training is to calculate the loss of the
overall network based on the current parameters. �e ultimate goal
of the backward propagation is to obtain ∂L

∂Wi
for the SGD algorithm.

When computing the loss, we are able to calculate the derivatives
with respect to the inputs, outputs, and parameters of each layer by
applying the derivative chain rule in a backward-cascaded fashion.

A�er training is complete, the inference can be computed through
another forward propagation, but this time the calculation of the
loss can be skipped. �e results of the inference are also referred to
as a prediction, which should be a vector containing probabilities
for each label from the prede�ned classes. We can also scale the
outcome to allow prediction accuracy to seem more intuitive. In
practice, a well-trained deep neural network is able to recognize
objects with incredible accuracy. In some cases, the performance is
very close to the capabilities of the human brain [27].

2.2 Graphic Processing Unit
For the past decade, Graphic Processing Units (GPU) have been
growing in popularity as a general purpose computing platform.
Originally designed for rendering graphics e�ciently, a GPU was
designed with many �xed functional units speci�c to graphics
rendering, and only supported very limited programmability. Since
some scienti�c computing problems map nicely to existing GPU
architectures, researchers developed workarounds that allowed
GPUs to be used for general computation. More recently, GPU
vendors (Nvidia, AMD and Intel) have added programmability to
their hardware to meet the growing demands for highly-parallel
general purpose computing.

Compared to traditional architectures that are used in CPUs, a
GPU has a simpler pipeline and only supports in-order execution.
Nevertheless, GPUs still outperform CPUs in many cases where
instruction throughput ma�ers. GPUs are well-suited to execute
programs that run well on parallel platforms. A number of research
studies have reported 2 to 3 orders of speedup when moving their
application from a CPU to a GPU [9]. �is amount of speedup is
achieved for multiple reasons. First, a GPU has many more cores
than a CPU (thousands versus 4-8), meaning that the GPU has
signi�cantly more computing power and resources. Second, a GPU
supports a massive number of concurrently executing threads. So a
GPU does not only improve the degree of parallelism by providing
thousands of cores, but is also able to hide latency through fast
context switching between thousands of threads. A GPU also has
high memory bandwidth, as well as other features that support
memory throughput that allows us to provide high utilization.

Today’s GPU is a highly programmable architecture. CUDA[6],
which was introduced in 2006 by Nvidia, is one of the most com-
monly used general purpose computing languages for GPUs. When
using the CUDA programming model, GPU-speci�c functions are
referred to as kernels. In order to run kernels on a GPU, the pro-
grammer has to specify the number of CUDA threads block and
number of CUDA threads per block. By doing so, the de�ned kernel
functions can be scheduled on the GPU through a runtime library.
As a computing platform, CUDA provides a rich set of libraries,
with plenty of API functions to utilize GPU resources e�ciently.

2.3 cuDNN and cuBLAS
CuDNN [3] is a highly optimized CUDA library that provides prim-
itives for computing deep neural networks. Given that this library
can produce high performance and has been widely used in sev-
eral deep learning frameworks, e.g. Ca�e, we consider elements
of cuDNN in our proposed benchmark suite. In addition to that,
cuDNN provides a selection of algorithms and modes for certain
primitives such as convolution, pooling, local response normaliza-
tion, and etc. Consequently, the programmer has a lot of �exibility
when con�guring the parameters of the primitives. �e usage of
cuDNN can be organized as three parts: i.) the tensor and descriptor
API functions, ii.) the utility functions for special purposes, and iii.)
the forward and backward functions of di�erent layer types [8]. �e
tensor and descriptor functions are mainly responsible of creating
data and layer speci�c descriptors. �e utility functions are used
to create a handle or return a recommended algorithm for a layer,
for example, convolution. �e forward and backward functions are
where the actual deep learning computation takes place.

cuBLAS [7] is an implementation of BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra
Subprograms) that run on top of the CUDA runtime. Similar to
cuDNN, it is a �nely-tuned library that provides API functions for
matrix or vector operations. But compared to cuDNN, the usage of
cuBLAS is more straightforward. �e programmer does not need
extra utility functions to con�gure the model or create descriptors.
All the programmer needs to do is to invoke APIs with proper ar-
guments. Our benchmark suite leverages this library to implement
computation of the fully-connected layer, as the computation can
be easily represented as a matrix-matrix multiplication.

3 SUPPORTED DNN PRIMITIVES
Next, we describe each of the benchmarks included in DNNMark.

3.1 Convolution
�e convolution algorithm in DNN is a 2-D image convolution [24].
It is e�ective in producing proper feature maps through multiple
convolution kernels shared by all the data. Figure 3 shows a 2-D
image convolution. In this �gure, a convolution kernel of 3X3 is
applied to an area of the image with the same size. �e input data is
Xi and the kernel weights areWi . �rough the computation shown
in equation 4, we can calculate a single result for Y based on the
data covered by the kernel as follows:

Y =
k∑
i=1

WiXi (4)
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In the equation, k is the kernel size. Next, the kernel moves to
the next data sample, and we repeat the same process until all the
feature maps are calculated.

kernel

Input data

Feature maps

X1 X2 X3

X4

X9

X5

X7 X8

X6

w1 w2 w3

w4

w9

w5

w7 w8

w6

Figure 3: 2-D image convolution

It should be noted that the computation of the 2-D image convo-
lution looks similar to that of the fully-connected layer. However,
the two operations are in fact totally distinct in two respects. One
is that, during image convolution, the weights are shared by all the
data samples (or pixels, if image data is used). On the contrary, each
data sample is assigned a unique weight in the fully-connected layer.
Another di�erence is that the output of the convolution is derived
from a selected set of data determined by kernel size, while in the
fully-connected layer computation, all data has to be considered.

In terms of running the 2-D convolution on a GPU, cuDNN pro-
vides multiple algorithmic options, such as Direct, GEMM, FFT [23],
and Winograd [17]. �e Direct algorithm expresses the convolu-
tion as a direct convolution [3]; �e GEMM method transforms
the entire process into a matrix-matrix multiplication; �e FFT
and Winograd algorithms are fast implementations that are widely
used [17], the former requires signi�cant memory space, while the
la�er is memory-e�cient[8]. cuDNN also allows the programmer
to select the execution parameters in terms of speed and mem-
ory usage, and cuDNN will correspondingly recommend either a
performance-oriented or a memory-e�cient algorithm, depending
on speci�c se�ings. In order to capture the various behaviors of
the di�erent algorithms in a �exible manner, DNNMark supports
a con�guration �ow, where the algorithm-speci�c parameters are
con�gurable.

3.2 Pooling
Next, we consider pooling operations that are performed as part of
a DNN. �e goal of down-sampling pooling is to reduce the amount
of computation for the following layers. In addition, pooling is also
an e�ective approach in practice to improve robustness, selecting
the most representative value from a sub-group of the feature map.
By doing so, interference of neighboring pixels can be reduced
signi�cantly. As described in Alexnet [16], the pooling layer can
reduce the error rate by around 0.4%. Normally, pooling groups
are not overlapped, so the pooling layer can be viewed as a grid

of pooling groups spaced k data samples apart [16], where k is the
size of the pooling group. Figure 4 shows an example of the feature
map data being divided into 16 pooling groups.

X1 X2 X3

X4

X9

X5

X7 X8

X6
Pooling group

Figure 4: Feature map data divided into multiple pooling
groups.

�e down sampling within one pooling group can be completed
either by selecting the maximum value (i.e., Max Pooling) or com-
puting the average of the group (i.e., Average Pooling). cuDNN
supports both modes, as does DNNMark.

3.3 Local Response Normalization
Local Response Normalization (LRN) [16] is performed by applying
equation 5:

yi =
xi

k + α (

min(N−1,i+n/2)∑
j=max(0,i−n/2)

(xj)
2)β

(5)

where k ,α ,β are all the con�gurable parameters of LRN, N is the
number of kernel maps, n is the window size for normalization, xi
is the input data, and yi is the output with the same spatial location.

In general, LRN is basically doing normalization on one input
with data from multiple adjacent kernel maps, but at the same
relative position. �is algorithm is inspired by a biological activity
named lateral inhibition [5]. If we apply it, the prediction error
rate can drop by 2%[16]. �is computation is fully supported by
cuDNN. A�er the related parameters are properly con�gured in
the descriptor, the LRN API functions can be easily invoked.

3.4 Activation
As mentioned in section 2, the activation function is the non-
linearity introduced in deep neural networks to handle linear insep-
arable problems. �e commonly used activation functions include:
ReLU (equation 6), sigmoid (equation 7), and tanh (equation 8).
�e equations below provide mathematical descriptions of these
functions.

yi = max(0,xi ) (6)
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yi =
1

1 + e−xi (7)

yi =
exi − e−xi

exi + e−xi
(8)

In cuDNN, the activation functions are con�gured with just one
descriptor, but can be distinguished by di�erent modes, indicating
the activation function type. In order to be compatible, DNNMark
also adopts a similar scheme where the activation functions are indi-
cated by the con�gured mode rather than implemented as di�erent
activation layers separately.

3.5 Fully Connected
Based on our mathematical model of the fully-connected layer, the
computation can be transformed into matrix-based operations. For
example, as shown in �gure 5, we have one fully-connected layer
with only two arti�cial neurons (as in Figure 1). Given this model,
the output of this layer can be represented as

Y1 =W11X1 +W12X2 + b1
Y2 =W11X1 +W12X2 + b2

(9)

Equation 9 can be further transformed into matrix-vector opera-
tions as follows: [

Y1
Y2

]
=

[
W11 W12
W21 W22

] [
X1
X2

]
+

[
b1
b2

]
(10)

�is example has only one set of data inputs. If there are multiple
sets of data inputs, then the computation becomes a multiplication
and summation of matrices.

X1

X2

Y1

Y2

b1

b2

W11

W22

W12

W21

Figure 5: A simple example of a fully-connected layer.

CuDNN does not provide primitives for computations that only
involve linear algebra operations. Due to this reason, DNNMark
uses API call to cuBLAS to support computation of the fully-connected
layer on a GPU.

3.6 So�max
So�max [22] is the core functions in the output layer. It interprets
the output data from the previous hidden layer, and generates a set
of probability-like values in the range of 0 to 1 (note, the sum of all
of these values equals 1). For each value that So�max computes, it
represents the extent to which the input data should be classi�ed
into one of the prede�ned classes. �e So�max function is de�ned
in equation 11:

Yi =
exi∑N
j=1 e

x j
(11)

where N is both the number of outputs from the previous layer
and the number of classes.

�e way to invoke this function in cuDNN is exactly the same
way it is involved in the LRN layer, except So�max has some ad-
ditional con�gurable options for so�max-spec�c algorithms and
modes[8]. DNNMark considers them in the framework as one part
of the con�gurability of the algorithm-speci�c parameters.

4 SOFTWARE DESIGN
DNNMark is developed in C++, and uses CUDA libraries such as
cuDNN and cuBLAS, which were discussed in previous sections.
We utilize the CMake tools to enable e�ortless compilation and
build of the framework, and link Google libraries such as g�ags [10]
and glog [11] for ease of con�guration and improved debugging.
Unlike other GPU benchmark suites, e.g. Rodinia[2], where each
benchmark is developed and built individually, DNNMark includes
benchmarks that can be combined into a compound workload, with
dependencies indicated between di�erent benchmarks. �is allows
us to construct an actual DNN model. So that, beside running bench-
marks separately, more complex scenarios that combine multiple
primitives can be evaluated.

To support this benchmark architecture, we use a di�erent strat-
egy to generate benchmarks in this suite. Instead of developing
each benchmark individually, we �rst develop a centralized DNN-
Mark library, which encompasses all required functionalities of the
DNN primitives. �e library also provides a general easy-to-use in-
terface for various tasks (e.g., con�gurating the system, initializing
the system and running computations). Figure 6 shows the overall
benchmark �ow using our DNNMark library.

Benchmark #0

Benchmark #1

Benchmark #3

Benchmark #2

libdnnmark Cudnn

CuBlas

Figure 6: Linkage graph of DNNMark.

As indicated in Figure 6, we �rst build up the DNNMark library
libdnnmark with external CUDA libraries: cuDNN and cuBLAS.
When this is complete, several benchmarks can be built through
linking to this library. Following these steps, benchmark devel-
opment can be simpli�ed and DNN-speci�c development can be
managed much easier.

�e centralized DNNMark library has a well established archi-
tecture, where the so�ware work�ow is well de�ned. As shown in
Figure 7, the framework has several so�ware modules that handle
di�erent tasks and can also work cooperatively as a whole. �e Con-
�g Parser is in charge of interpreting information from the external
con�guration �les and adding layers based on the con�guration
parameters to the layer pool, and a data structure that holds all of
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the con�gured layers supporting various DNN primitive types. �e
major role of the Initializer is to set up the tensors and the descrip-
tors based on speci�ed parameters through several encapsulated
utility classes in DNNMark. And the Runner module is the one
that launches computations of the DNN primitives. As presented in
the �gure, there is also a Data Manager module that interacts with
the layer pool. It is a functional so�ware class that maintains and
manages data chunks in GPU memory. Details of this mechanism
will be explained later.

DNNMark Config file

Config ParserData Manager

Initializer
Layer Pool

Runner

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Figure 7: �e so�ware architecture of DNNMark.

From Figure 7, we can see the speci�c execution order, marked
with numbers, in the work�ow. More speci�cally, once the DNN-
Mark framework is started, we �rst access the con�guration �le and
locate the target sections in order to extract the parameters. Next,
one or more layers are added to the layer pool and initialization
starts. During the initialization phase, con�gured layers request
data chunks from the Data Manager and keep track of them. Finally,
with model construction complete, the actual computations can be
started for benchmarking.

As mentioned previously, one of the most critical functions in
DNNMark is data management. �e main job of the Data Manager
is to maintain and manage data chunks in GPU memory, as well
as interact with layers in the layer pool. In order to obtain mem-
ory space for input/output or parameters, the layers can request
GPU data chunks of a speci�c size and then the Data Manager
will return the Data IDs corresponding to the requested GPU data
chunks. With these IDs, layers are able to assign the addresses of
the allocated memory spaces. �is design not only liberates layers
from performing data allocation, but also provides a clean data
management mechanism to create composed models, where some
data chunks are shared between layers. Figure 7 provides an exam-
ple of how GPU data is managed by the Data Manager module. As
shown in Figure 8, the three layers are assigned with unique Data
IDs, which can be further used to locate the actual memory space
in GPU memory. Given this design and implementation, DNNMark
is highly con�gurable, easy to use, and highly extensible.

Con�gurability: Following the work�ow presented earlier, the
�rst step of initiating a benchmark is to read a self-de�ned DNNMark-
speci�c con�guration �le. �e �le contains all the con�gurable
parameters. In this step, both DNNMark and the layer speci�c
parameters will be extracted. List 1 shows an example of a con�gu-
ration �le.

Data Manager

Layer pool Layer 0 Layer 1 Layer 2

Data 0 Data 1 Data 2

Chunk#0 Chunk#1 Chunk#2GPU mem

Figure 8: Data management mechanism of DNNMark.

Listing 1: Example of a con�guration �le.
[DNNMark]
run_mode=standalone

[Convolution]
name=conv1
n=100
c=3
h=256
w=256
previous_layer=null
conv_mode=cross_correlation
num_output =32
kernel_size =5
pad=2
stride =1
conv_fwd_pref=fastest
conv_bwd_filter_pref=fastest
conv_bwd_data_pref=fastest

As shown in the con�guration �le, there is one general parame-
ter which de�nes the framework running mode. �e next �eld
speci�es one convolution layer, and includes both general and
algorithm-speci�c parameters. �e general parameters include
those regarding layer names, data and kernel dimensions, while the
algorithm-speci�c ones specify convolution mode and algorithmic
preferences for running forward and backward propagation. As we
can see, allowing for con�gurable algorithm-speci�c parameters in
this framework enables us to explore a wide variety of GPU execu-
tion pa�erns in a more �exible way. In addition, another aspect of
this �exibility is that when explicitly indicated, a benchmark is able
to run a subset of the DNN primitives without the need to specify
a new con�guration �le.

Convenience: We provide a straightforward method to construct
DNN-related benchmarks thanks to the centralized design scheme
of DNNMark. Our framework signi�cantly shortens benchmark
development time and simpli�es the procedure of adding addi-
tional DNN primitives. For example, the data management and
utility functions can be reused so that programmers only need
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to concentrate on functional elements when adding a new primi-
tive. Currently, we support six di�erent DNN primitives that are
essential parts to compose AlexNet [16]. But in the future, more
primitives can be added easily.

Extensibility: As shown in list 1, DNNMark allows the user to
specify the run mode as a framework-speci�c con�guration param-
eter. Presently, we support two modes: standalone and composed.
In standalone mode, benchmarks run in a totally isolated man-
ner, meaning that only one DNN primitive is invoked at a time.
However, under certain circumstances, running a composed model,
where multiple DNN primitives are connected to represent a full
network model, could be more interesting. In a composed mode,
the user can add a single DNN primitive to new benchmark. �e
procedure is as simple as editing a con�guration �le. List 2 shows
another example of a con�guration �le with the running mode set
to “composed”.

Listing 2: Example of a con�guration �le using composed
mode.
[DNNMark]
run_mode=composed

[Convolution]
name=conv1
n=1
c=3
h=32
w=32
previous_layer=null
conv_mode=cross_correlation
num_output =32
kernel_size =5
pad=2
stride =1
conv_fwd_pref=fastest
conv_bwd_filter_pref=fastest
conv_bwd_data_pref=fastest

[Pooling]
name=pool1
previous_layer=conv1
pool_mode=max
kernel_size =3
pad=0
stride =2

[FullyConnected]
name=relu1
previous_layer=pool1
num_output =32

In this example, there are three layers, Convolution, Pooling, and
Fully Connected, linked together to form a new model. Other than
changing the run mode, the “previous layer” parameter needs to
be de�ned correctly in order to run properly.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Environment Setup
We select the Nvidia K40c [21] micro-architecture from the Nvidia
Kepler family of GPUs [19] to demonstrate the utility of our bench-
marks. Table 1 describes the hardware details. �e library details

Table 1: Nvidia K40c Con�gurations

Type k40
Number of processor cores 2880

Warp size 32 threads
SIMD lane width 8

Maximum threads per block 1024
Number of 32-bit registers 65536

Maximum registers per threads 255
Con�gurable shared memory/L1 cache 64KB

Read-only data cache 48KB
L2 cache 1536KB

Memory interface 384-bit
Memory bandwidth 208 GB/sec

Memory size 12GB

can be found in table 2.

Table 2: Library Details

Libraries Version
CUDA 8.0
CuBlas 8.0
CuDNN 5.0

5.2 Selected Benchmarks
In our evaluation, we chose to evaluate individual DNN primitive,
which include benchmarks that are based on some of the layers in
AlexNet. Table 3 lists all the selected benchmarks and the dimen-
sions of their inputs. Note that for each benchmark, both forward
and backward propagation are evaluated.

For some of benchmarks, there is more than one kernel in the
corresponding API function. In order to simplify the evaluation
and comparison between benchmarks, we selected the most repre-
sentative kernel, as shown in table 4.

5.3 Results
We use the nvprof[20] pro�ling tool and present results based on
several selected metrics provided by the tool.

Figure 9-11 present the execution Instruction Per Cycle (IPC),
occupancy, and eligible warps per cycle for six di�erent DNN prim-
itives, with both forward and backward propagation. IPC show
instruction throughput and performance. Achieved occupancy re-
�ects, to some extent, the current thread activity. �e number
of eligible warps per cycle re�ects the e�ectiveness of the warp
scheduler. Additionally, Figure 12 shows the GPU utilization of
di�erent hardware resources, including: L1/shared memory, L2
cache, DRAM, the ALU and the Load/Store Unit.
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Table 3: Selected benchmarks

Benchmark Batch size Number of Channel Height Width
Convolution 100 3 256 256
Max Pooling 100 3 256 256

LRN 100 32 256 256
Activation(ReLU) 100 32 256 256
Fully connected 100 9162 1 1

So�max 100 1000 1 1

Table 4: Selected kernels of benchmarks

Benchmark Forward Kernel Backward Kernel
Convolution implicit convolve sgemm wgrad alg0 engine
Max Pooling pooling fw 4d kernel pooling bw kernel max

LRN lrn fw Nd kernel lrn bw Nd kernel
Activation(ReLU) activation fw 4d kernel activation bw 4d kernel

Fully connected(FC) sgemm sm35 ldg nt 128x16x64x16x16 sgemm sm35 ldg nt 128x16x64x16x16
So�max so�max fw kernel so�max fw kernel
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Figure 12: A breakdown of GPU utilization.

From these pro�ling results, we can see the detailed program
behavior of each benchmark. For example, from the IPC results, we
�nd that activation has relatively poor IPC for both forward and
backward executions. From Figure 12, we see that activation has low
ALU utilization, but high utilization of DRAM and the Load/Store
Unit. �e occupancy also captures this behavior, because lower
occupancy implies lower thread activity. From these observations,
we can conclude that the execution of activation is memory-bound.

From the IPC results in Figure 9, we see that convolution, pooling,
LRN and the fully-connected layer all have high IPC. �ey have
high ALU utilization and so we can conclude they are compute
dominated. But, one interesting observation is that even though
backward pooling has signi�cantly high occupancy, the IPC is in
fact not as high as forward pooling.
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Figure 9: Instructions per cycle achieved.
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Figure 10: �e occupancy achieved.
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Figure 11: �e number of eligible warps per cycle.

6 DISCUSSION
Deep neural network is not only a standalone application but also
a compound of many other applications. Given this particular
structure, optimizing a single computation problem is no longer
a solution for deep learning algorithms. the entire problem has
to be considered as a whole. Nevertheless, treating deep neural
networks as a complete black-box system also hinder the possibility
to explore potential technique to leverage current hardware. �e
recent solution to accelerate training of DNN is still limited to

adding more expensive hardware, building large-scale distributed
systems and computing clusters[4].

HPC solutions to deep learning are e�ective. Weeks of training
reduces to days or even hours. But the price is also high. �e
question is whether learning applications are making e�cient use
of current hardware. In order to answer this question, a complete
pro�ling of each primitive from DNN needs to be done. Only
with the detailed hardware execution information can computer
architects begin to propose new architectural features to support
this workload. Instead of throwing more hardware at deep learning
applications, we feel it is a good time to take a step back and explore
the potential for new architectural features.

Since a GPU has impressive computing power and high-bandwidth
memory to run the training phase of deep learning, it has become
an essential hardware platform for many deep learning systems.
Given that the GPU has a signi�cantly larger number of compute
resources than traditional computer architectures, we need to make
e�cient use those massive resources. Equipped with DNNMark,
architects can now carry out a wide range of studies to improve
performance and power. We plan to explore newer features avail-
able being delivered on recent GPUs, including concurrent kernel
execution [19] and dynamic parallelism [19].

7 RELATEDWORK
Deep learning frameworks such as Ca�e[14], TensorFlow[1], and
�ano[28] all provide frameworks that utilize deep neural networks,
supporting GPU execution. Ca�e has a full set of DNN primitives
as both normal CUDA kernels and as part of CuDNN. It can be
utilized, to some extent, as a workload provider, but has limited
con�gurability. Furthermore, modifying Ca�e to support all the
desired features would be challenging.

TensorFlow is designed for deploying deep learning on hetero-
geneous distributed systems[1]. We plan to consider this workload
in our future work.

�eano is another popular framework built in Python[28]. While
�eano is similar to Ca�e, turning it into a con�gurable GPU bench-
mark suite requires extra e�orts. Other GPU benchmark suites,
such as Rodinia[2], include many linear algebra and machine learn-
ing applications. But the goal of Rodinia is to cover general-purpose
GPU computing pa�erns versus those found in deep neural net-
works.

8 CONCLUSION
DNNMark is a deep neural network benchmark suite designed to
provide a con�gurable, extensible, and �exible method for pro�ling
computation of individual DNN primitive or composed DNN mod-
els. It now includes six commonly used DNN primitive functions
and provides a framework with easy and targeted benchmarking.
Moreover, it supports both general and algorithm speci�c con�gura-
bility and opens the possibility of extending current DNN primitives
to complex models as new benchmarks. From the evaluation results,
the metrics are able to show di�erent computing pa�erns of various
benchmarks from aspects of GPU speci�c information which is an
invaluable guide for future research. So it can be concluded that
DNNMark can serve as a great benchmark suites to obtain insights
of deep neural networks on Nvidia GPUs.
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Besides that, we want to include following future work as next
steps.

• We plan to enrich this benchmark suite by supporting more
DNN primitives such as batch normalization[13] and RNN
related functions[25].

• We plan to include optimization algorithms (such as SGD)
and provide a composed model con�guration of real DNN
models.

• We plan to add support of real database(e.g. CIFAR10[15]
and Mnist[18]) instead of generating random number as
input data of workloads.

• We plan to expand our characterization and analysis on this
benchmark suite, which could lead to new insights of deep
neural networks with respect to GPU-speci�c behavior.
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